Nemschoff Ava Recliner
®

The Ava Recliner is designed to
maximize maneuverability with a
minimal footprint. Extensive research
laid the groundwork for a patient
recliner that offers unlimited mobility,
easy-to-use controls, infinite recline,
an elevating footrest, and pivoting
arms. It all comes together in a highperformance patient recliner that’s
both comfortable and comforting.
Choose from two back styles—Arcade
or Wingback—both with a subtle
residential character that gives
patients an inviting alternative to
their hospital bed.
Designers
5d Studio
Benefits
•
Simple adjustments make it easy
to position the recliner in a way
that best aids comfort and care
•
Patients can adjust the back from
upright to full reverse recline with
the press of pads situated beneath
each arm
•
Multiple features enhance
maneuverability around patient
rooms and down hallways
Warranty
12-year, 3-shift
(recliner mechanism: 10-year)
hermanmiller.com/nemschoffava-recliner
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Key Features
These drawings represent a sample of the dimensions and configurations available.
Download the price book for a full listing of all available product configurations.

Product Models
View model library.
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Sustainability
Click here to see how the Nemschoff Ava Recliner meets your environmental goals.

Planning Ideas
1

1.

Easy Maneuverability
Foot pedals on each side of the recliner use red and green
indicators as visual cues to help caregivers lock or unlock
wheels as needed

2.

Infinite Recline
Patients can adjust the back from upright to full reverse
recline by simply depressing pads beneath each arm

3.

Spring Seat Construction
The spring seat suspension system enhances comfort
and provides uniform support
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View design solutions.
4.

Wipe-Out Design
A gap between the arms, back, and seat reduces dirt,
making it easier for housekeeping to clean quickly

5.

Pivoting Arms
A lever on the base of each arm assembly allows
the arms to pivot up and out of the way for easier
access to patients

6.

Elevating Footrest
Patients or caregivers can adjust the footrest with a lever
on the side of the chair

